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Abstract: The modeling of time to event data is an important topic with many applications in diverse
areas. The collective of methods to analyze such data are called survival analysis, event history
analysis or duration analysis. Survival analysis is widely applicable because the definition of an
’event’ can be manifold and examples include death, graduation, purchase or bankruptcy. Hence,
application areas range from medicine and sociology to marketing and economics. In this paper,
we review the theoretical basics of survival analysis including estimators for survival and hazard
functions. We discuss the Cox Proportional Hazard Model in detail and also approaches for testing
the proportional hazard (PH) assumption. Furthermore, we discuss stratified Cox models for cases
when the PH assumption does not hold. Our discussion is complemented with a worked example
using the statistical programming language R to enable the practical application of the methodology.

Keywords: survival analysis; reliability theory; event history analysis; Cox proportional hazard
model; statistics; data science

1. Introduction

In general, survival analysis is defined as a collection of longitudinal analysis methods for
interrogating data having time as an outcome variable. Here, time corresponds to the time until the
occurrence of a particular event. For instance, an event can be death, heart attack, wear out of a product,
divorce or violation of parole. From these diverse examples, it becomes clear that survival analysis can
be applied to many problems in different fields. Specifically, survival analysis is utilized in biology,
medicine, engineering, marketing, social sciences or behavioral sciences [1–9]. Due to the widespread
usage of this method across different fields, there are several synonyms used. Alternative names are
event history analysis (social sciences), reliability theory (engineering) or duration analysis (economics).

There are two methods that contributed crucially to the development of the field. The first is by
Kaplan and Meier who introduced an estimator for survival probabilities [10]. The second is from Cox
who introduced what is nowadays called the Cox Proportional Hazard Model (CPHM), which is a
regression model [11]. Interestingly, both models are heavily used to date and belong to the toolbox of
every data scientist [12].

Over the years, many publications have been written surveying survival analysis, e.g., [13–16].
However, due to the complexity of the methods, especially for multivariate data, discussions lead
easily to confusions. In addition, on the introductory level are reviews available, e.g., [17–20]; however,
these are either purely theoretical or use programming languages (like stata [17] or SAS [21]) that are
predominatingly used in epidemiology or biostatistics. In contrast, our review combines a theoretical
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presentation with a practical realization using the statistical programming language R [22]. R is
a language widely used for general problems in data science because it combines features from
different programming paradigms. We aim at a comprehensive yet eclectic presentation that is wide
enough to comprise all topics needed for a multivariate survival analysis but is, at the same time,
comprehensible. In order to accomplish all this, we complement the presentation of the methods with
sufficient background information. For instance, we explain in detail the censoring of time events
because essentially all methods utilize censoring in order to derive efficient estimators. Furthermore,
we derive and discuss important relations, e.g., between a survival function and a hazard function, to
demonstrate the interconnectedness of concepts. Finally, we add a worked example that shows how to
perform a practical survival analysis with R.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a motivation for survival
analysis. Thereafter, we discuss the censoring of time events. Then, we describe general characteristics
of survival functions, non-parametric estimator for survival functions and the comparison of two
survival curves. After this, we introduce a hazard function needed for the Cox Proportional Hazard
Model. If the proportional hazard assumption does not hold, one needs to use a stratified Cox model.
Thereafter, we present a section about the practical survival analysis using R. The paper finishes with a
brief summary and conclusions.

2. Motivation

Before we define and discuss survival analysis more formally in the following sections, we want
to introduce the basic notions on which such an analysis is based on in this section to create an
intuitive understanding.

The first point to note is that when we speak about survival we mean probabilities. This means
that survival can be ’measured’ as a probability. Second, survival relates to the membership in a group.
This means the group consists of a number of subjects and the survival probability is associated with
each subject of this group. Importantly, the membership in the group is not constant but can change.
Such a change of a membership is initiated by an event. Particular examples for events are:

• Death [23],
• Relapse/Recurrence [24],
• Infection [25],
• Suicide [26],
• Agitation attack [27],
• Crime [28],
• Violation of parole [28],
• Divorce [29],
• Graduation [30],
• Bankruptcy [31],
• Malfunctioning of a device [32],
• Purchase [33].

The event ’death’ is certainly the most severe example that can be given which also gives an
intuitive understanding for the name survival analysis. The first five examples from the above list are
from a medical context where the members in a group correspond to patients.

Importantly, survival analysis is not limited to medical problems but can also be applied to
problems in the social sciences, engineering or marketing, as one can see from the further examples in
the above list.

2.1. Effect of Chemotherapy: Breast Cancer Patients

In [34], the effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy on triple-negative breast cancer patients was
studied. Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is characterized by the lack of expression of the three
genes: estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and human epidermal growth factor receptor
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2 (HER-2). In order to compare the survival time of TNBC patients with non-TNBC, the time was
measured from surgery (mastectomy) to death. As a result, the authors found that patients with TNBC
have a decreased survival compared to non-TNBC patients.

2.2. Effect of Medications: Agitation

In [27], the effect of medications on individuals with schizophrenia has been studied. Due to the
complexity of this neuronal disorder, it is rather difficult or even impossible to judge from observing
such individuals how long the effect of a medication lasts or the onset of an attack. Hence, measuring
’time to an attack’ is in this case non-trivial because it is not directly observable. In order accomplish
this task, the authors used the following experimental design of the study. At a certain time, the
patients are using medication administered by an inhaler. Then, the patients are not allowed to re-use
the inhaler for two hours. After the two hours, everyone could use the inhaler as required. This
allowed the easy measurement of the time between the first and second usage of the inhaler to use as
’time to event’ which could be used to perform a survival analysis to assess about differences in the
medications.

In contrast to the breast cancer example above, the agitation example shows that the time to event
is not for all problems easy to obtain, but requires sometimes a clever experimental design that enables
its measurement.

Taken together, survival analysis examines and models the time for events to occur and the
survival probability changes over time. Practically, one needs to estimate this from data of subjects
providing information about the time of events. A factor that further complicates this is due to
incomplete information caused by censoring. Due to the central role of censoring for essentially all
statistical estimators that will be discussed in the following, we discuss the problem with censoring in
the next section.

3. Censoring

In order to perform a survival analysis, one needs to record the time to event ti for the subjects
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} of a group. However, this is not always possible and we have only partial information
about time to event. In such a case, one speaks of censoring. Specifically, a patient has a censored
survival time if the event has not yet occurred for this patient. This could happen when:

• a patient drop-out of the study, e.g., stops attending the clinic for follow-up examination,
• the study has a fixed time-line and the event occurs after the cut-off time,
• a patient withdraws from a study.

The above examples are called right-censoring [35]. In Figure 1, we visualize the meaning of
censoring. For instance, the subjects with the labels IDA and IDC experience the event within the
duration of the study, indicated by a full blue circle. In contrast, the subject IDB experiences the event
after the end of the study, indicated by an open blue circle. However, this is not observed by the study.
The only useable (observable) information we have is that, at the end of the study, subject IDB did not
yet experience the event. Hence, the survival time of subject IDB is censored, as indicated by the red X.
This means, until the censoring event occurred (indicated by the red X), subject IDB did not experience
the event. In addition, for subject IDD, we have a censored survival time, however, for a different
reason because, in this case, the study did not end yet. A possible explanation for this censoring is that
the subject did not attend follow-up visits after the censoring event occurred (indicated by the red X).
Formally, one calls the censoring for subject IDB fixed, right-censoring and the censoring for subject
IDD random, right-censoring.
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Figure 1. A visualization for the meaning of right censoring.

There are further censoring cases one can distinguish. For instance, one speaks of left-censoring if
the event is observed but not the beginning of the process. An example for this is given by an infection
because usually the infection is diagnosed at some time, but the infection itself happened before that
at an unknown starting point. In the following, we will limit our focus to right-censored subjects.
A summary for the different types of censoring is given by [36]:

• Type I censoring: All subjects begin and end the study at the same time (fixed length of study).
Examples are laboratory experiments.

• Type II censoring: All subjects begin the study at the same time but the study ends when a
predetermined fixed number of subjects have experienced the event (flexible length of study).
Examples are laboratory experiments.

• Type III censoring: The subjects enter the study at different times, but the length of the study is
fixed. Examples are clinical trials.

4. General Characteristics of a Survival Function

A survival curve S(t) shows the survival as a function of time (t). Here, S(t) is called the survival
function also known as the survivor function or just survival curve. Formally, S(t) is the probability
that the random variable T is larger than a specified time t, i.e.,

S(t) = Pr(T > t). (1)

Since S(t) is defined for a group of subjects, S(t) can be interpreted as the proportion of subjects
having survived until t. From this follows a naive estimator for S(t) given by

Snaive(t) =
#subjects surviving past t

N
, (2)

whereas N is the total number of subjects. Equation (1) is the population estimate of a survival function.
Below, we will discuss various sample estimates for this which can be numerically evaluated from data.
Put simply, the survival function gives the probability that a subject (represented by T) will survive
past time t.

The survival function has the following properties:
• The definition range of time is t ∈ [0, ∞).
• S(t) is non-increasing, i.e., S(t1) ≥ S(t2) for t1 ≤ t2
• At time t = 0 , S(t = 0) = 1, i.e., the probability of surviving past time 0 is 1.

Due to the fact that S(t) is a probability, there exists a probability density f with the property

S(t) =
∫ ∞

t
f (τ)dτ, (3)

this means, by differentiation of S(t), we obtain

f (t) = −d S(t)
dt

. (4)
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Furthermore, the expectation value of T is given by

µ = E[T] =
∫ ∞

0
t f (t)dt. (5)

This is the mean life expectation of patients as represented by f.
Using Equation (4) and integrating by parts, one can show that the survival function S(t) can be

used to obtain the mean life expectation,

µ = E[T] =
∫ ∞

0
S(t)dt. (6)

5. Non-Parametric Estimator for Survival Function

5.1. Kaplan–Meier Estimator for the Survival Function

The Kaplan–Meier (KM) estimator [10] of a survival function SKM(t) is given by

SKM(t) = ∏
i:ti<t

ni − di
ni

= ∏
i:ti<t

(
1− di

ni

)
. (7)

This estimator holds for all t > 0 and it depends only on two variables, ni and di which are:

• ni: number in risk at time ti,
• di: number of events at time ti.

Here, ni corresponds to the number of subjects present at time ti. In contract, subjects that
experienced the event or censoring are no longer present. The difficult part of this estimator is the
argument of the product, which considers only events i that occur before time t, i.e., ti < t. Hence,
the survival curve SKM(t) for time t considers all events that happened before t.

It is important to realize that, for evaluating the Kaplan–Meier estimator only, the events occurring
at {ti} are important. That means, between two events, e.g., ti and ti+1, the survival curve is constant.
This allows a simple reformulation of Equation (7) to write the Kaplan–Meier estimator by a recursive
formulation given by

SKM(tk) =
nk−1 − dk−1

nk−1
SKM(tk−2). (8)

In Figure 2, we show an example for the evaluation of the Kaplan–Meier estimator that utilizes
the recursive Equation (8). The shown example includes in total five subjects and four events.
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S(t) = 1 : 0 ≤ t < t1

S(t) = 1× n1−d1
n1

: t1 ≤ t < t2

S(t) = 0.8× n2−d2
n2

: t2 ≤ t < t3

S(t) = 0.6× n3−d3
n3

: t3 ≤ t < t4

S(t) = 0.3× n4−d4
n4

: t4 ≤ t < ∞t1 t2 t3

t4

event t n d
1 9 5 1
2 13 4 1
3 18 2 1
4 23 1 1

ti: time of event i

ni: number in risk at time ti

di: number of events at time ti

Figure 2. Numerical example for the Kaplan–Meier estimator. For each event, SKM is recursively evaluated.
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5.2. Nelson–Aalen Estimator: The Survival Function

In contrast to the Kaplan–Meier estimator, which is a direct estimator for S(t), the Nelson–Aalen
estimator [37,38] is an indirect estimator for S(t). Instead, the Nelson–Aalen estimator makes a direct
estimate for the cumulative hazard function given by

HNA(t) = ∑
i:ti≤t

di
ni

= ∑
i:ti≤t

hNA,i(t). (9)

From this, we obtain an estimate for S(t) via

SNA(t) = exp

(
− HNA(t)

)
= exp

(
− ∑

i:ti≤t

di
ni

)
(10)

using the relation in Equation (28). In general, one can show that

SKM(t) ≤ SNA(t) (11)

holds.

6. Comparison of Two Survival Curves

When one has more than one survival curve, one is frequently interested in comparing these.
In the following, we assume we have two survival curves that correspond to two different groups of
subjects, e.g., one group received a medication, whereas the other received a placebo.

Statistically, a comparison can be accomplished by a hypothesis test and the null and alternative
hypothesis can be formulated as follows:

Hypothesis 1. There is no difference in survival between (group 1) and (group 2).

Hypothesis 2. There is a difference in survival between (group 1) and (group 2).

The most popular tests for comparing survival curves are:

• Log-rank test,
• Wilcoxon (Gehan) test (a special case of a weighted Log-rank test).

The difference between both tests is that a Log-rank test has more power than a Wilcoxon test
for detecting late differences in the survival curves, whereas a Wilcoxon test has more power than a
Log-rank test for detecting early differences.

6.1. Log-Rank Test

The log-rank test, sometimes called the Mantel–Haenszel log-rank test, is a nonparametric
hypothesis test [39]. It makes the following assumptions.

• Censored and uncensored subjects have the same probability of the event
(censoring is noninformative).

• Kaplan–Meier curves of the two groups must not intersect (proportional hazards assumption
must hold).

• No particular distribution for the survival curve is assumed (distribution free).
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Formally, the test is defined as follows. For each time t, estimate the expected number of events
for (group 1) and (group 2):

e1t =

(
n1t

n1t + n2t

)
×
(

m1t + m2t

)
, (12)

e2t =

(
n2t

n1t + n2t

)
×
(

m1t + m2t

)
. (13)

Here, the numbers ’1’ and ’2’ indicate groups one and two. The first term in the above equations
has the interpretation of a probability to select a subject of the corresponding group, i.e.,

e1t = Pr(group 1)×
(

m1t + m2t

)
, (14)

e2t = Pr(group 2)×
(

m1t + m2t

)
. (15)

By using the auxiliary terms,

E1 = ∑
t

e1t, (16)

E2 = ∑
t

e2t, (17)

O1 = ∑
t

m1t, (18)

O2 = ∑
t

m2t, (19)

one can define the test statistic s by

s =
over groups

∑
i

(Oi − Ei)
2

Ei
. (20)

Here, s follows a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom.

7. Hazard Function

Next, we define the hazard function and its connection to a survival function. The definition of
the hazard function is given by

h(t) = lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < t + ∆t|T ≥ t)
∆t

. (21)

The hazard function h(t), also called hazard rate, has the meaning of an ’instant probability’
because only individuals are considered with T ≥ t and T < t + ∆t for ∆t → 0. Put simply, if you
survive to time t, you will succumb to the event in the next instant because ∆t→ 0.

The hazard function h(t) has the following properties:

• h(t) ≥ 0 for all t,
• h(t) has no upper bound,
• h(t) can assume any shape.

The meaning of h(t) = 0 is that no event happened in ∆t.
The cumulative hazard function describes the accumulated risk up to time t given by

H(t) =
∫ t

0
h(τ)dτ. (22)
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This can also be seen as the total amount of risk that has been accumulated up to time t.
The integration/summarization over h(t) makes the interpretation simpler, but one also loses details.

There is an important relation between h(t), f (t) and S(t) given by

h(t) =
f (t)
S(t)

. (23)

This means the hazard, density and survival are not independent from each other. In the following,
we derive this relation.

We start from the definition of the hazard.

h(t) = lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < t + ∆t|T ≥ t)
∆t

(24)

= lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < t + ∆t)
P(T ≥ t)∆t

(25)

= lim
∆t→0

P(t ≤ T < t + ∆t)
S(t)∆t

(26)

=
f (t)
S(t)

. (27)

The first step followed from the property of a conditional probability and the second from the
definition of a survival function (in red). The last step shows the desired relation.

In addition to the above relation, there is another important connection between h(t) (or H(t))
and S(t) given by

S(t) = exp

(
−
∫ t

0
h(τ)dτ

)
= exp

(
− H(t)

)
. (28)

From this follows, the inverse relation from S(t) to h(t),

h(t) = −
[

dS(t)/dt
S(t)

]
, (29)

which is easier to derive. Starting from

S(t) =
∫ ∞

t
f (τ)dτ, (30)

we can rewrite this as

1− S(t) =
∫ t

0
f (τ)dτ. (31)

Differentiation with respect to t gives

d (1− S(t))
dt

= −d S(t)
dt

= f (t). (32)

By using Equation (23) for f (t), we obtain the desired relation in Equation (29).
The difference between a hazard function and a survival function can be summarized as follows:

• The hazard function focuses on failing,
• The survival function focuses on surviving.
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By making assumptions about h(t), one can obtain a parametric model. Due to the relation in
Equation (28) between h(t) and S(t), this also makes the survival distribution a parametric model.
Specific models that find frequent applications are:

• Weibull model,
• Exponential model,
• Log-logistic model,
• Log-normal model,
• Gamma model.

In comparison with a non-parametric model, making a parametric assumption allows for
modeling a survival function in more detail and elegance. However, a danger is to make assumptions
that are not justified by the data.

In the following, we discuss four parametric models in detail.

7.1. Weibull Model

For the Weibull model, the hazard function, survival function and density are given by

h(t) = λp
(
λp
)p−1, (33)

S(t) = exp
(
− (λt

)p), (34)

f (t) = λp
(
λp
)p−1 exp

(
− (λt

)p). (35)

Here, λ > 0 is a rate parameter and p > 0 a shape parameter allowing for controlling the behavior
of the hazard function. Specifically, one can observe the following:

• h(t) is monotonously decreasing when p < 1,
• h(t) is constant when p = 1,
• h(t) is monotonously increasing when p > 1.

The expected life time and its variance are given by

E[T] =
1
λ

Γ
(
1 +

1
p
)
, (36)

Var(T) =
1

λ2 Γ
(
1 +

2
p
)
− 1

λ2 Γ
(
1 +

1
p
)2. (37)

Here, Γ is the Gamma function defined by

Γ(x) =
∫ ∞

0
tx−1 exp(−t)dt. (38)

7.2. Exponential Model

For the Exponential model, the hazard function, survival function and density are given by

h(t) = λ, (39)

S(t) = exp
(
− λt

)
, (40)

f (t) = λ exp
(
− λt

)
. (41)

The Exponential model depends only on the rate parameter λ > 0.
The expected life time and its variance are given by

E[T] =
1
λ

, (42)

Var(T) =
1

λ2 . (43)
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7.3. Log-Logistic Model

For the Log-logistic model, the hazard function, survival function and density are given by

h(t) = λα(λt)α−1(1 + (λt)α
)−1, (44)

S(t) =
(
1 + (λt)α

)−1, (45)

f (t) = λα(λt)α−1(1 + (λt)α
)−2. (46)

In addition, the Log-logistic model depends on two parameters, the rate parameter λ > 0 and
the shape parameter α > 0. Depending on α, one can distinguish between the following different
behaviors of the hazard function:

• h(t) is monotonously decreasing from ∞ when α < 1,
• h(t) is monotonously decreasing from λ when α = 1,
• h(t) is first increasing and then decreasing when α > 1,

In this case:
– h(t = 0) = 0,
– the maximum of h(t) is at t = (α− 1)

1
α .

The expected life time and its variance are given by

E[T] = exp
(

µ +
σ2

2

)
, (47)

Var(T) =
(

exp
(

σ2
)
− 1
)

exp
(
2µ + σ2). (48)

7.4. Log-Normal Model

For the Log-normal model, the hazard function, survival function and density are given by

h(t) =
α√
2πt

exp
(−α2( ln(λt)

)2

2

)(
1−Φ

(
α ln(λt)

))−1
, (49)

S(t) = 1−Φ
(
α ln(λt)

)
, (50)

f (t) =
α√
2πt

exp
(−α2( ln(λt)

)2

2

)
. (51)

Since a normal distribution has two parameters also the Log-normal model has two parameters,
the mean µ ∈ R and the standard deviation σ > 0. These parameters are obtained from the
transformations µ = − ln(λ) and σ = α−1. The behavior of the hazard function is similar to the
Log-logistic model for α > 1.

The expected life time and its variance are given by

E[T] = exp
(
µ +

σ2

2
)
, (52)

Var(T) =
(

exp
(

σ2
)
− 1
)

exp
(
2µ + σ2). (53)

7.5. Interpretation of Hazard Functions

In Figure 3, we show examples for the four parametric models discussed above. From this
figure, one can see that the hazard function can assume a variety of different behaviors. The specific
behavior of h(t) decides which parametric model can be used for a particular problem. In the following
Table 1, we summarize some examples for characteristic hazard curves and diseases to which these
are connected.
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Figure 3. Comparison of different parametric survival models.

Table 1. Summary of characteristic hazard functions and their usage.

Hazard Function Behavior Usage Parametric Model

constant normal product Weibull (p = 1)

monotonous decreasing patient after surgery or stock market after
crash Log-logistic (α < 1)

monotonous (linear) increasing unsuccessful surgery or unsuccessful
treatment or wearout of a product Weibull (p = 2)

humped infection with tuberculosis (TB) Log-normal
U-shaped heart transplant
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8. Cox Proportional Hazard Model

Thus far, we considered only models that did not include any covariates of the subjects. Now, we
include such covariates and the resulting model is called the Cox Proportional Hazard Model (CPHM).
The CPHM is a semiparametric regression model that defines the hazard function by

h(t, X) = h0(t) exp(β1X). (54)

Here, h0(t) is called the baseline hazard. The baseline hazard can assume any functional form.
An example for a covariate is gender, smoking habit or medication intake.

Equation (54) may look like a special case because no constant β0 is included. However,
the following calculation shows that it is actually included in h0(t) because

h(t, X) = h0(t)′ exp(β0 + β1X) (55)

= h0(t)′ exp(β0) exp(β1X). (56)

We can generalize the above formulation to p covariates by

h(t, X) = h0(t) exp

(
p

∑
i

βiXi

)
. (57)

For X = 0, we obtain

h(t, X) = h0(t), (58)

which is the hazard function defined in Equation (21) without an influence of covariates.
The CPHM for n covariates does not make assumption about the baseline hazard h0(t). However,

the model assumes:

• time independence of the covariates Xi,
• linearity in the covariates Xi,
• additivity,
• proportional hazard.

The Cox proportional hazards regression model is a semi-parametric model because it does not
make assumption about h0(t); however, it assumes a parametric form for the effect of the predictors
on the hazard.

In many situations, one is interested in the numerical estimates of the regression coefficients βi
rather than in the shape of h(t, X) because this allows a summary of the overall results.

In order to see this, we take the logarithm of the hazard ratio,

log
(h(t, X)

h0(t)

)
= ∑

i
βiXi, (59)

which is linear in Xi and βi. From this form, the connection to a linear regression model is apparent.
In depictive terms, this can be summarized as

log
(

HR0

)
= log

( group hazard
baseline hazard

)
= ∑

i
βiXi. (60)

Here, the group hazard corresponds to all effects of the covariates Xi, whereas the baseline hazard
excludes all such effects. Hence, the sum over all covariates is the log HR0.
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Let’s consider just one covariate, i.e., p = 1, for gender, which can assume the values X1 = 1
(female) and X1 = 0 (male). Then, we obtain

log
( hazard female

baseline hazard

)
= β1, (61)

log
( hazard male

baseline hazard

)
= 0. (62)

By taking the difference, we obtain

log
( hazard female

baseline hazard

)
− log

( hazard male
baseline hazard

)
= log

(hazard female
hazard male

)
= β1. (63)

Hence, β1 is the log hazard ratio of the hazard for females and males. This gives a direct
interpretation for the regression coefficient β1. Transforming both sides, we obtain

hazard female
hazard male

= exp
(

β1
)

(64)

as the hazard ratio.
For the above evaluation, we used the binary covariate gender as an example. However, not

all covariates are binary. In case of non-binary covariates, one can use a difference of one unit,
i.e., X1 = x + 1 and X1 = x, to obtain a similar interpretation for the regression coefficients.

A main advantage of the framework of the CPHM is that we can estimate the parameters βi
without having to estimate the baseline hazard function h0(t). This implies that we also do not need to
make parametric assumptions about h0(t) making the CPHM semi-parametric.

8.1. Why Is the Model Called the Proportional Hazard Model?

In order to see why the model is called proportional hazard model, we consider two individuals
m and n for the same model. Specifically, for individual m and n, we have hazards given by:

hm(t) = h0(t) exp

(
∑

i
βiXmi

)
, (65)

hn(t) = h0(t) exp

(
∑

i
βiXni

)
. (66)

Here, the covariates in blue are from individual m and the covariates in green are from individual
n. By forming the ratio of both hazards, we obtain the hazard ratio

hm(t)
hn(t)

= exp
(

∑
i

βi(Xmi − Xni)
)

, (67)

which is independent of baseline hazard h0(t) because it cancels out. Here, it is important to note
that the right-hand-side is constant over time due to the time independence of the coefficients and
covariates. We call

HR = exp
(

∑
i

βi(Xmi − Xni)
)

(68)

the hazard ratio (HR). A simple reformulating of Equation (67) leads to

hm(t) = HR× hn(t). (69)
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From this equation, one can nicely see that the hazard for individual m is proportional to the
hazard for individual n and the proportion is the time independent HR.

8.2. Interpretation of General Hazard Ratios

The validity of the PH assumption allows a simple summarization for comparing time dependent
hazards. Specifically, instead of forming a hazard ratio between the hazards for two individuals, as in
Equations (65) and (66), one can form a hazard ratio for arbitrary hazards for conditions we want to
compare. Let’s call these conditions ’treatment’ and ’control’ because these have an intuitive meaning
in a medical context, and let’s denote their corresponding hazards by

h(t, Xtreatment) = h0(t) exp

(
p

∑
i

βiXtreatment
i

)
, (70)

h(t, Xcontrol) = h0(t) exp

(
p

∑
i

βiXcontrol
i

)
. (71)

Regardless of the potential complexity of the individual hazards, assuming the PH holds, their
hazard ratio is constant over time,

HR(T vs. C) =
h(t, Xtreatment)

h(t, Xcontrol)
. (72)

Hence, the effect of treatment and control over time is given by one real valued number. Here, it is
important to emphasize that the ratio of the two hazards is for any time point t given by HR (T vs. C)
and, hence, it is not the integrated ratio over time. Specifically, it gives the instantaneous relative risk
(in contrast RR (relative risk) quantifies the cumulative risk integrated over time).

In contrast to the comparison of survival curves for treatment and control, e.g., by a log-rank
test, which gives us only a binary distinction, an HR tells us something about the magnitude and the
direction of this difference. Put simply, the HR has the following interpretation:

• HR(T vs. C) > 1: The treatment group experiences a higher hazard over the control group⇒
control group is favoured,

• HR(T vs. C) = 1: No difference between the treatment and the control group,
• HR(T vs. C) < 1: The control group experiences a higher hazard over the treatment group⇒

treatment group is favoured.

For instance, for HR(T vs. C) = 1.3, the hazard of the treatment group is increased by 30%
compared to the control group and for HR (T vs. C) = 0.7 the hazard of the treatment group is by 30%
decreased compared to the control group [40].

8.3. Adjusted Survival Curves

We can use a Cox Proportional Hazard Model to modify estimates for a survival curve. Using
Equation (28), it follows

S(t, X) = exp

(
−
∫ t

0
h0(τ) exp

(
∑

i
βiXi

)
dτ

)
(73)

= exp

(
− exp

(
∑

i
βiXi

) ∫ t

0
h0(τ)dτ

)
(74)

= exp

(
−
∫ t

0
h0(τ)dτ

)exp(∑i βiXi)

(75)

= S0(t)exp(∑i βiXi). (76)
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In general, one can show that

S(t, X) ≤ S(t) (77)

holds because the survival probability is always smaller than 1 and the exponent is always positive.

8.4. Testing the Proportional Hazard Assumption

In the above discussion, we assumed that the proportional hazard (PH) assumption holds. In the
following, we discuss three ways (two graphical and one analytical) one can use to evaluate it.

8.4.1. Graphical Evaluation

The two graphical methods we discuss to assess the PH assumption perform a comparison for
each variable one at a time [13]. This means that each covariate is assessed for itself. The underlying
idea of both methods is:

I. comparison of estimated ln(− ln) survival curves,
II. comparison of observed with predicted survival curves.

Graphical method I.: In order to understand the first methods, one needs to take the ln(− ln) of
Equation (76). This leads to

ln
(
− ln S(t, X)

)
=

p

∑
i=1

βiXi + ln
(
− ln S0(t)

)
. (78)

Utilizing this expression evaluating two individuals characterized by the specific covariates

X1 = (X11, X12, . . . , X1p), (79)

X2 = (X21, X22, . . . , X2p) (80)

gives

ln
(
− ln S(t, X1)

)
− ln

(
− ln S(t, X2)

)
=

p

∑
i=1

βi
(
X1i − X2i

)
. (81)

From this equation, one can see that the difference between ln(− ln) survival curves for two
individuals having different covariate values is a constant given by the right-hand-side.

For assessing the PH assumption, one performs such a comparison for each covariate at a time. In
case of categorical covariates, all values will be assessed. For continuous covariates, one categorizes
them for the comparison. The reason for using Equation (81) for each covariate at a time and not for all
at once is that performing such a comparison covariate-by-covariate is more stringent.

From Equation (81), it follows that survival curves cannot cross each other if hazards are
proportional. Observation of such crosses leads to a clear violation of the PH assumption.

Graphical method II.: The underlying idea of this approach to compare observed with expected
survival curves to assess the PH assumption is the graphical analog of the goodness-of-fit (GOF)
testing.

Here, observed survival curves are obtained from stratified estimates of KM curves. The strata
are obtained by the categories of the covariates and the expected survival curves are obtained from
performing a CPHM with adjusted survival curves, as given by Equation (76).

The comparison is performed as for the ln(− ln) survival curves, i.e., for each covariate one-at a
time. For this, the observed and expected survival curves for each strata are plotted in the same figure
for assessment. If for each category of the covariates the observed and expected survival curves are
close to each other, the PH assumption holds.
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Kleinbaum [13] suggested assuming that the PH assumption holds unless there is very strong
evidence against this:

• survival curves cross and don’t look parallel over time,
• log cumulative hazard curves cross and don’t look parallel over time,
• weighted Schoenfeld residuals clearly increase or decrease overtime; see Section 8.4.2 (tested by a

significant regression slope).

If the PH assumption doesn’t exactly hold for a particular covariate, we are getting an average
HR, averaged over the event times. In many cases, this is not necessarily a bad estimate.

8.4.2. Goodness-of-Fit Test

For testing the validity of the PH assumption, several statistical tests have been suggested.
However, the most popular one is from [41], which is a variation of a test originally proposed by [42]
based on so-called Schoenfeld residuals.

The following steps are performed for each covariate one at a time:

1. Estimate a CPHM and obtain Schoenfeld residuals for each predictor.
2. Create a reference vector containing the ranks of events. Specifically, the subject with the first

(earliest) event receives a value of 1, the next subject receives a value of 2, and so on.
3. Perform a correlation test between the variables obtained in the first and second steps. The null

hypothesis tested is that the correlation coefficient between the Schoenfeld residuals and the
ranked event times is zero.

The Schoenfeld residual [42] for subject i and covariate k experiencing the event at ti is given by

rik = Xik − X̄k(β, ti). (82)

Here, Xik is the individual value for subject i and X̄i(β, tk) the weighted average of the covariate
values for the subjects at risk at ti, indicted byR(ti), and given by

X̄k(β, ti) = ∑
j∈R(ti)

Xjkwj(β, ti). (83)

The weight function for all subjects at risk, given byR(ti), is

Pr(subject j fails at ti) = wj(β, ti) =
exp

(
βTXj

)
∑l∈R(ti)

exp(βTXl)
. (84)

The Schoenfeld residual in Equation (82) is evaluated for a β from a fitted CPHM.
Overall, for each covariate k, this gives a vector

rk = (r1k, r2k, . . . , rnk), (85)

which is used to compare with the vector of rank values by a correlation test.

8.5. Parameter Estimation of the CPHM via Maximum Likelihood

Thus far, we formulated the CPHM and utilized it in a number of different settings. Now, we are
dealing with the problem of estimating the regression coefficients β of the model.

Conceptually, the values of the regression coefficients are obtained via maximum likelihood (ML)
estimates, i.e., by finding the parameters β of our CPHM that maximize L(β|data). Importantly, the
CPHM does not specify the base hazard. This implies that, without explicitly specifying it, the full
likelihood of the model can not be defined. For this reason, Cox proposed a partial likelihood.
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The full likelihood for right-censored data assuming no ties would be composed of two
contributions. One for individuals observed to fail at time ti, contributing density f (ti), and another
for individuals censored at time ti, contributing survival function S(ti). The product of both defines
the full likelihood,

LF = ∏
i

f (ti)
δi S(ti)

1−δi . (86)

Here, δi indicates censoring. By utilizing Equation (23), one can rewrite LF for the hazard function,

LF = ∏
i

h(ti)
δi S(ti). (87)

8.5.1. Without Ties

Assuming there are no ties in the data, i.e., event times ti are unique, formally, the Cox partial
likelihood function [11,43] is given by

L(β) = ∏
ti uncensored

h0(t) exp
(

βTX i

)
∑j∈R(ti)

h0(t) exp
(

βTX j

) , (88)

whereasR(ti) is again the set containing the subjects at risk at ti. In addition, here the baseline hazard
h0(t) is not needed because it cancels out.

The solution of Equation (88) is given by the coefficients β that maximize the function L(β), i.e.,

βML = arg max
β

L(β). (89)

In order to obtain the coefficients, one forms the partial derivative of the maximum likelihood for
each coefficient,

∂L
∂βk

= 0. (90)

Usually, this needs to be carried out numerically with computational optimization methods.
Practically, the log likelihood can be used to simplify the numerical analysis because this converts the
product term of the partial likelihood function into a sum.

8.5.2. With Ties

As mentioned, the above given Cox partial likelihood is only valid for data without ties. However,
in practice, ties of events can occur. For this reason, extensions are needed to deal with this problem.
Three of the most widely used extensions are exact methods [11,44,45], the Breslow approximation [46]
and the Efron approximation [47].

There are two types of exact methods. One type assumes that time is discrete while the other
type assumes time is continuous. Due to the discrete nature of the time, the former model is called an
exact discrete method [11]. This method assumes that occurring ties are true ties and there exists no
underlying ordering, considering a continuous time that would resolve the ties. Formally, it has been
shown that this can be described by a conditional logit model that considers all possible combinations
that can be formed with di tied subjects drawn from all subjects at risk at ti. In contrast, Kalbfleisch and
Prentice suggested an exact method assuming continuous times. In this model, ties arise as a result of
imprecise measurement, i.e., due to scheduled doctor visits. Hence, this model assumes that there exists
an underlying true ordering for all events and the partial likelihood needs to a consider all possible
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orderings for resolving ties. This involves considering all possible permutations (combinations) of tied
events leading to an average likelihood [44,48].

A major drawback of both exact methods is that they are very computationally demanding due to
the combinations that need to be considered when there are many ties. This means that the methods
can even become computationally infeasible. For this reason, the following two methods provide
approximations of the exact partial likelihood that are computationally much faster.

The Breslow approximation [46] is given by

LB(β) = ∏
ti uncensored

exp
(

βTSi

)
[

∑j∈R(ti)
exp

(
βTX j

)]di
. (91)

This approximation utilizes D(ti), the set of all subjects experiencing their event at the same time
ti, whereas di is the number of these subjects corresponding to di = |D(ti)| and

Si = ∑
j∈D(ti)

X j. (92)

This means the set D(ti) provides information about the tied subjects at time ti. It is interesting to
note that, using the simple identify,

exp
(

βTSi

)
= ∏

k∈D(ti)

exp
(

βTXk

)
(93)

leads to an alternative formulation of the Breslow approximation

LB(β) = ∏
ti uncensored

∏
k∈D(ti)

exp
(

βTXk

)
[

∑j∈R(ti)
exp

(
βTX j

)]di
. (94)

Overall, the Breslow approximation looks similar to the Cox partial likelihood with minor
adjustments. One issue with the Breslow method is that it considers each of the events at a given
time as distinct from each other and allows all failed subjects to contribute with the same weight to
the risk set.

The Efron approximation [47] is given by

LE(β) = ∏
ti uncensored

∏
k∈D(ti)

exp
(

βTXk

)
Πdi

j=1

[
∑k∈R(ti)

exp
(

βTXk

)
− j−1

di
∑k∈D(ti)

exp
(

βTXk

)] . (95)

In contrast to the Breslow approximation, the Efron approximation allows each of the members
that fail at time ti to contribute partially (in a weighted way) to the risk set.

Overall, when there are no ties in the data, all approximations give the same results. In addition,
for a small number of ties, the differences are usually small. The Breslow approximation works well
when there are few ties but is problematic for a large number. In general, the Efron approximation
almost always works better and is the preferred method. It is also much faster than the exact methods.
For this reason, it is the default in the R function coxph(). Both the Breslow and Efron approximation
give coefficients that are biased toward zero.
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9. Stratified Cox Model

In Section 8.4, we discussed approaches for testing the PH assumption. In this section, we show
that a stratification of the Cox model is a way to deal with covariates for which the PH assumption
does not hold.

Let’s assume we have p covariates for which the PH assumption holds but one covariate violates
it. Furthermore, we assume that the violating covariate assumes values in S different categories. If this
variable is continuous, one needs to define S discrete categories to discretize it.

For this one, can specify a hazard function for each strata s given by

hs(t, X(s)) = h0,s(t) exp
(

βTX(s)
)
. (96)

Here, X(s) ∈ Rp are the covariates for which the PH assumption holds, β ∈ Rp and s ∈ {1, . . . , S}
are the different strata. We wrote the covariate as a function of strata s to indicate that only subjects are
used having values within this strata. Put simply, the categories s are used to stratify the subjects into
S groups for which a Cox model is fitted.

For each of these strata-specific hazard function, one can define a partial likelihood function Ls(β)

in the same way as for the ordinary CPHM. The overall partial likelihood function for all strata is then
given by the product of the individual likelihoods,

L(β) =
S

∏
s=1

Ls(β). (97)

We want to emphasize that the parameters β are constant across the different strata, i.e., one is
fitting S different models, but the covariate dependent part is identical for all of these models; only the
time dependent baseline hazard function is different. This feature of the stratified Cox model is called
the no-interaction property. This implies that the hazard ratios are the same for each stratum.

9.1. Testing No-Interaction Assumption

A question that arises is if it is justified to assume a no-interaction model for a given data set?
This question can be answered with a likelihood ratio (LR) test. In order to obtain do this, we need to
specify the interaction model given by

hs(t, X(s)) = h0,s(t) exp
(

βT
s X(s)

)
. (98)

Practically, this can be done by introducing dummy variables. For S = 2 strata, one needs one
dummy variable Z∗ ∈ {0, 1} leading to the interaction model

hs(t, X(s)) = h0,s(t) exp
(

βTX(s) + β11(Z∗ × X1) + β21(Z∗ × X2) + . . . βp1(Z∗ × Xp)
)
. (99)

This gives for Z∗ = 0

Coefficient for X1 : β1 (100)

Coefficient for X2 : β2 (101)
... (102)

Coefficient for Xp : βp (103)

and for Z∗ = 1
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Coefficient for X1 : β1 + β11Coefficient for X2 : β2 + β21 (104)
... (105)

Coefficient for Xp : βp + βp1 (106)

showing that the coefficients differ for the two strata.
For S > 2 strata, one need to introduce S− 1 dummy variables Z∗j with j ∈ {1, . . . , S− 1} with

Z∗j ∈ {1, . . . , S}. This gives

hs(t, X(s)) = h0,s(t) exp
(

βTX(s) + β11(Z∗1 × X1) + β21(Z∗1 × X2) + . . . βp1(Z∗1 × Xp)

+ β11(Z∗2 × X1) + β21(Z∗2 × X2) + . . . βp1(Z∗2 × Xp)

...

+ β11(Z∗S−1 × X1) + β21(Z∗S−1 × X2) + . . . βp1(Z∗S−1 × Xp)
)
.

In this way, one obtained from the no-interaction model (NIM) and the interaction model (IM)
the likelihoods to specify the test statistic LR = −2 log LNIM + 2 log LIM. This LR follows a chi-square
distribution with p(S− 1) degrees of freedom.

9.2. Many Covariates Violating the PH Assumption

In the case when there is more than one covariate violating the PH assumption, there is no
elegant extension. Instead, the approach is usually situation-specific requiring the combination
of all these covariates in one combined covariate X∗ having S strata. An additional problem is
imposed by the presence of continuous covariates because again discrete categories are required.
Both issues (large number of covariates violating the PH assumption and continuous covariates) lead
to a complicated situation making such an analysis very laborious. This is especially true for the testing
of the no-interaction assumption.

10. Practical Survival Analysis Using R

In this section, we show how to perform a survival analysis practically by using R. We provide
short scripts that allow for obtaining numerical results for different problems. To demonstrate such an
analysis, we use data from lung cancer patients provided by the survival package [49].

10.1. Comparison of Survival Curves

In Listing 1, we show an example for lung cancer using R for comparing the survival curves of
female and male by utilizing the packages survival and survminer [49,50]. The result of this is shown in
Figure 4. From the total number of available patients (228) , we select 175 randomly. For these, we
estimate the Kaplan–Meier survival curves and compare these with a log-rank test. The p-value from
this comparison is p < 0.0001 which means, e.g., based on a significance level of α = 0.05, we need to
reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference in the survival curves for male and female.

1 library("survival")
2 library("survminer")
3

4 data("lung")
5 ind <- sample (1:228 , 175)
6 lung <- lung[ind ,] # select 175 subjects randomly
7 fit <- survfit(Surv(time , status) ~ sex , data = lung)
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8 d <- data.frame(time = fit$time ,
9 n.risk = fit$n.risk ,

10 n.event = fit$n.event ,
11 n.censor = fit$n.censor ,
12 surv = fit$surv ,
13 upper = fit$upper ,
14 lower = fit$lower
15 )
16

17 ggsurvplot(
18 fit , # fitted survfit object
19 pval = TRUE , # show $p$-value of log -rank test
20 conf.int = FALSE , # show confidence intervals
21 xlab = "Time in days", # $x$-axis label
22 break.time.by = 100, # breaks of $x$-axis
23 ggtheme = theme_light (), # customize plot and risk table with a theme.
24 risk.table = "abs_pct", # absolute number and percentage at risk.
25 risk.table.y.text.col = TRUE , # color for risk table text
26 risk.table.y.text = TRUE , # show names instead of bars in text annotations
27 # in legend of risk table
28 ncensor.plot = TRUE , # plot number of censored subjects at time t
29 legend.labs = c("Male", "Female"), # legend labels
30 palette = c("#239 b56", "#e67e22") # choose color
31 )

Listing 1: An example for lung cancer using R for comparing the survival curves of female and male
patients by utilizing the packages survival and survminer.

By setting options in the function ggsurvplot, we added to Figure 4 information about the number
at risk in interval steps of 100 days (middle figure) and the number of censoring events (bottom figure).
This information is optional, but one should always complement survival curves by adding these
tables because it gives additional information about the data upon which the estimates are based on.
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Figure 4. The result of Listing 1. Top: The two survival curves for male (green) and female (orange) are
shown for a duration of 1000 days. Middle: The number at risk is shown in interval steps of 100 days.
Bottom: The number of censoring events is shown for the same interval steps.
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Usually, it would be also informative to add confidence intervals to the survival curves. This can
be accomplished by setting the option conf.int to TRUE (not used to avoid an overloading of the
presented information).

10.2. Analyzing a Cox Proportional Hazard Model

Next, we show how to conduct the analysis of a CPHM. We use again the lung cancer data and,
as a covariate, we use sex. Listing 2 shows how to perform this analysis and includes also the output.
In this model, the p-value of the regression coefficient is 0.000126 indicating a statistical significance of
this coefficient. Hence, the covariate sex has a significant contribution on the hazard.

1 > res.cox <- coxph(Surv(time , status) ~ sex , data = lung)
2 >
3 > summary(res.cox)
4 Call:
5 coxph(formula = Surv(time , status) ~ sex , data = lung)
6

7 n= 175, number of events= 126
8

9 coef exp(coef) se(coef) z Pr(>|z|)
10 sex -0.7492 0.4727 0.1954 -3.833 0.000126 ***
11 ---
12 Signif. codes: 0 ?***? 0.001 ?**? 0.01 ?*? 0.05 ?.? 0.1 ? ? 1
13

14 exp(coef) exp(-coef) lower .95 upper .95
15 sex 0.4727 2.115 0.3223 0.6934
16

17 Concordance= 0.594 (se = 0.023 )
18 Likelihood ratio test= 15.88 on 1 df , p=7e-05
19 Wald test = 14.69 on 1 df, p=1e-04
20 Score (logrank) test = 15.36 on 1 df, p=9e-05
21 >

Listing 2: An example for a CPHM with one covariate for the lung cancer data.

The hazard ratio of female/male is 0.4727. This means the hazard for group female is by a factor
0.4727 reduced compared to group male, or it is reduced by 52.7%.

Finally, the global test statistics at the end of the output provide information about the overall
significance of the model. As a null hypothesis, they test if all regression coefficients are zero and,
symptotically, all of the three tests are equivalent. As one can see, these tests are also significant
indicating that the null hypothesis needs to be rejected.

10.3. Testing the PH Assumption

Using the fitted model above, we test now the PH assumption for sex. Listing 3 shows the
corresponding script and the output. Here, the null hypothesis is tested if the correlation between the
Schoenfeld residuals and the ranked failure time is zero. As one can see, the test is not statistically
significant for the covariate sex. Hence, we can assume the proportional hazards assumption holds.

1 > test.ph.a <- cox.zph(res.cox)
2 > test.ph.a
3 rho chisq p
4 sex 0.0664 0.537 0.464

Listing 3: Testing the PH assumption for a CPHM with one covariate for the lung cancer data.
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In Listing 4, we show how to obtain the Schoenfeld residuals, as discussed in Section 8.4.2. This
provides a visualization of the resulting residuals.

1 ggcoxzph(test.ph.a)

Listing 4: Schoenfeld residuals for a CPHM with one covariate for the lung cancer data.

In Figure 5, we show the result of Listing 4. In this figure, the solid line is a smoothing spline fit of
the scaled Schoenfeld residuals against the transformed time and the dashed lines indicate±2 standard
errors. A systematic deviation from a straight horizontal line would indicate a violation of the PH
assumption because, for a valid assumption, the coefficient(s) do not vary over time. Overall, the solid
line is sufficiently straight in order to assume the PH holds. Figure 5 also shows the p-value of the
result obtained in Listing 3.
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Figure 5. Visualization of the scaled Schoenfeld residuals of sex against the transformed time.

10.4. Hazard Ratios

Finally, we show results for the full multivariate CPHM using all available seven covariates as
input for the model. Listing 5 gives the corresponding code.

1 res.cox <- coxph(Surv(time , status) ~ age + sex + ph.ecog + ph.karno +
2 pat.karno + meal.cal + wt.loss , data = lung)
3

4 ggforest(res.cox , data = lung)

Listing 5: An example for a CPHM with seven covariates for the lung cancer data.

A convenient way to summarize the results is by using a forest plot, shown in Figure 6. This figures
shows the hazard ratios for the seven covariates, whereas the mean is shown as a square and the
confidence interval of the estimates is shown as a line. The right-hand side shows the p-values of
the corresponding regression coefficients, which can also be obtained from summary(res.cox). Overall,
the covariate sex reduces the hazard, whereas ph.ecog (quantifies well-being according to ECOG
performance score) increases it. All of the other covariates are located around 1, i.e., their effect
is marginal.
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Figure 6. Forest plot of hazard ratios for a multivariate CPHM.

11. Conclusions

In this paper, we reviewed survival analysis, which is also known as event history analysis.
For multivariate data, a survival analysis can become quickly complex and the interpretation of it
non-trivial, especially with respect to hazard ratios. For this reason, we aimed at a comprehensive
yet eclectic presentation that is wide enough to comprise all topics needed for a multivariate survival
analysis but is at the same time comprehendible. Complemented by a worked example using R, we
hope that our introduction will be of help for data scientists from many fields.
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